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CO oxidationThe locally-resolved reaction kinetics of CO oxidation on individual (100)-type grains of a polycrystalline Pt
foil was monitored in situ using photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). Reaction-induced surface
morphology changes were studied by optical differential interference contrast microscopy and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). Regions of high catalytic activity, low activity and bistability in a (p,T)-parameter space
were determined, allowing to establish a local kinetic phase diagram for CO oxidation on (100) facets of Pt foil.
PEEM observations of the reaction front propagation on Pt(100) domains reveal a high degree of propagation
anisotropy both for oxygen and CO fronts on the apparently isotropic Pt(100) surface. The anisotropy vanishes
for oxygen fronts at temperatures above 465 K, but is maintained for CO fronts at all temperatures studied, i.e.
in the range of 417 to 513 K. A change in the front propagation mechanism is proposed to explain the
observed effects.fax: +43 1 58801 16599.
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Although catalytic CO oxidation on Pt group metals is one of the
most extensively studied surface reactions in heterogeneous (model)
catalysis [1], the detailed comparison of the catalytic behavior of
differently-oriented surfaces is still difﬁcult. The problems are mainly
related to limitations of creating exactly the same experimental
conditions for different samples, since even small variations of
temperature or pressure near the transition points may induce kinetic
transitions from a catalytically active to an inactive state or vice versa
[2]. A practicable approach in surface physics, when e.g. adsorption or
diffusion are studied in parallel on differently-oriented facets on the
same ﬁeld emitter tip [3], fails in the case of surface reactions due to
noise-induced transitions on the small (nm) size facets [4] (i.e. rapid
adsorbate diffusion “wipes out” structural differences). However, the
individual differently-oriented grains of polycrystalline foils seem to
be suitable objects for such studies, due to their mesoscopic (μm) size.
A macroscopic sample of about 10×10 mm2 contains many μm-sized
differently-oriented facets which are exposed to exactly the same
conditions during catalytic experiments, either in UHV or at high-
pressure conditions. The problem of the evaluation of the local
catalytic properties of individual grains can then be solved, at least for
CO oxidation, using photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) as a
method for local kinetic measurements, as already shown in ourpreceding study [5]. The idea to apply PEEM for such studies is based
on the correlation of the PEEM intensity with catalytic activity, as
observed earlier in averaging studies on Pt single crystal surfaces [6].
Translated to the local studies on individual grains of a polycrystalline
Pt-foil, this idea allowed to pursue the kinetic transitions during the
reaction and even to create local kinetic phase diagrams for individual
crystalline grains [5], as is described in detail below.
In the current contribution we concentrate on an individual [100]-
oriented grain of a Pt foil since CO oxidation on Pt(100) single crystal
surfaces has already been studied intensively: temporal oscillations in the
CO2 reaction ratewere observed and could be correlated towork function
oscillations [7] and to periodic variations of the LEED pattern correspond-
ing to (hex) and (1×1) reconstructions [8–12]. In early attempts, the
existence range of oscillations was evaluated by a pCO–pO2-diagram at
ﬁxed temperature [13], a predecessor of the currently-used kinetic phase
diagrams in which catalytic properties of a reaction system can be
summarized over a wide range of external parameters such as
temperature and partial pressures of reactants [14–16]. Scanning
photoemission microscopy was ﬁrst applied to monitor the Pt(100)
surface during theCOoxidation reaction [17,18], but a real time imagingof
the spatio-temporal patterns formed during the reaction was only
possible after the development of photoemission electron microscopy
(PEEM), due to its parallel imaging principle [1,19]. In a ﬁrst systematic
PEEM study of the CO oxidation reaction on a Pt(100) single crystal in the
oscillatory regime the kinetic oscillations of the CO2 production rate could
be clearly correlated to the spatio-temporal pattern formation [20]. The
propagation of reaction-diffusion fronts on Pt(100) was investigated in
more detail using LEEM and selected-area LEED [21–24]. In further PEEM
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theboundaryof oxygenandCO-covered regions [25] andamechanismfor
the formation of this oxygen species could be established [26].
Despite the large number of studies performed on Pt(100) single
crystal surfaces, most of these studies are restricted to the parameter
range of kinetic oscillations, while little attention was paid to the
bistability regime. In the present study, we concentrate on the kinetic
transitions from the active to the inactive state of the system and vice
versa, as well as on the bistable state in between. Since the studied Pt
(100) surface is a domain of a polycrystalline foil, we are able to
investigate the effect of grain boundaries on the local kinetics.
Although polycrystalline foils are suitable model systems for such
studies, so far they have been investigated by combined microscopic
and kinetic methods very rarely and only under the aspect of kinetic
oscillations, and in a rather qualitative way [27,28].
Another focus of the present study is the morphology of the
individual (100) grains of the Pt foil and its changes induced by the CO
oxidation reaction. In several previous studies some characteristic
morphological structures have already been reported. Lauterbach et
al. have observed “a pronounced texture with parallel furrows” on the
(100)-type grains of a polycrystalline platinum foil by SEM, the size of
the furrows ranging from 200 nm up to several μm [27]. In a LEEM
study on a Pt(100) single crystal a characteristic step and terrace
structure with a mean terrace width of approximately 700 nm to 1 μm
is reported [23]. Other authors have shown that the CO oxidation
reaction can induce a strong roughening of the platinum surface up to
a length scale of 0.1–1 μm [29,30]. Nevertheless, the formation of
these features is still not entirely understood. Using PEEM and AFM in
the present study we present a model that may explain the
mechanism under which these characteristic features (up to the μm
range) are developed.
2. Experimental
The experiments were performed in a multifunctional UHV
chamber with a base pressure below 10−9 mbar. The chamber is
equipped with a PEEM (STAIB instruments), a quadrupole mass
spectrometer (MKS instruments), sample preparation facilities for
sputtering and annealing, and a gas supply system with high-purity
reactive gases (O2: 99.999%, CO: 99.97%). The sample consisted of a
10×10 mm2 polycrystalline Pt foil (MaTecK, 99.99%) ﬂame annealed
in air prior to mounting. Afterwards, the sample was cleaned in UHV
by repeated cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering at 1 keV energy and
annealing up to 1073 K. The temperature was measured by a NiCr/
Ni thermocouple spot-welded to the back of the sample.
The PEEM-image is created by photoelectrons emitted from the
sample surface which is irradiated by a UV deuterium discharge lamp
(D200, Heraeus) with a cut-off photon energy of 6.8 eV. The intensity
of the emitted photoelectrons depends strongly on the local sample
work function. This allows to identify the surface termination of
individual grains on the Pt foil by selected-area intensity analysis, as
described in more detail elsewhere [5,31]. In turn, the local work
function varies strongly with the local adsorbate coverage, so it is
possible to follow the CO oxidation reaction in situ on individual grains
of the Pt foil. By analyzing the local PEEM intensities during the
reaction also local kinetic information can be obtained, as we have
shown recently [5,31]. The local PEEM data can be correlated with the
global CO2 reaction rate measured simultaneously by a mass
spectrometer placed in vicinity of the sample.
The surface topography of the (100) domains on the Pt foil was
studied with a commercial AFM (NanoMan VS, Veeco) at ambient
conditions in tapping mode. A PPP-NCHR probe (Nanosensors) with a
nominal tip radius below 10 nmwas used. An optical microscope was
coupled with the AFM for a preselection of a region of interest from
which AFM images were taken. AFM image analysis including linear
height proﬁles was carried out using the Gwyddion Software. Inaddition, differential interference contrast microscopy (Polyvar 2 MET
from Reichert Microscope Services, NA=0.95) was utilized to obtain
optical micrographs of the Pt foil with enhanced contrast.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Global and local reaction kinetics
To compare the local kinetics of CO oxidation on an individual
grain on the polycrystalline Pt foil with the averaged (global) kinetics
of thewhole foil, globalMS studies were performed ﬁrst. The results of
such MS studies in the bistability range of CO oxidation are
summarized in Fig. 1, where Fig. 1a, b shows PEEM images of the
clean and adsorbate covered sample, respectively, and Fig. 1c, d the
CO2 production rate and the kinetic phase diagram, respectively.
The crystallographic orientation of the grains was determined by
comparison of the local PEEM intensity with single crystal work
function data (see Ref. [5] and supporting information therein). As
typical for CO oxidation on Pt, the surface is in a high reactivity steady
state (predominantly oxygen-covered, Fig. 1b) at low CO pressures
with the CO2 production rate increasing with increasing CO partial
pressure (at constant oxygen partial pressure and constant temper-
ature; Fig. 1c). At a certain CO to oxygen pressure ratio CO adsorption
prevails over oxygen adsorption, thus drastically reducing the CO2
production. Adsorbed CO inhibits the dissociative adsorption of
oxygen and a kinetic transition to the low reactivity steady state
occurs [2]. This transition point in the parameter space is termed
transition point τA whereas the point of the reverse transition is called
τB (Fig. 1c). Due to the effective blocking of adsorption sites for
oxygen by CO the reverse transition from the inactive to the active
state takes place at a lower CO partial pressure τB than the transition
τA. This leads to the hysteresis in the CO2 production rate as shown in
Fig. 1c for three temperatures. Higher temperatures lead to a shift of
the hysteresis curves: higher CO partial pressures are required for the
kinetic transition and the CO2 reaction rate is higher. This behavior
can be summarized in a plot called “kinetic phase diagram”, based on
the analogy to phase transitions in equilibrium thermodynamics
[32,33] (in Fig. 1d for the temperature range 393 to 513 K). Such
diagrams are a useful representation of the kinetic behavior of the
reaction system, i.e. of the regions of high/low reactivity, bistability
and oscillations, and may also effectively illustrate the role of reaction
promoters (altering the adsorption/desorption kinetics, sticking etc.)
[15,16].
Because the Pt foil consists of crystallites exposing different surface
orientation (cf. Fig. 1a), it is expected that the local reaction kinetics
are different. Thus, we utilize PEEM to determine the local kinetic
transitions on individual grains, by evaluation of the local PEEM
intensity recorded during real time imaging of the CO oxidation
reaction. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 2a: In parallel to the
measurement of the global CO2 production rate by MS, we monitor
the local PEEM intensity of a deﬁned area, typically an individual grain
of the Pt foil (a [100]-oriented facet=“region of interest” is depicted
in inset (1)), during cyclic variation of the CO partial pressure at a
constant temperature and constant oxygen partial pressure. The
video-frames 1–4 represent characteristic points in the hysteresis
cycle and the inset below the frames presents the corresponding local
PEEM intensity curve for the (100) grain. The drops/jumps in the local
PEEM intensity reﬂect the local kinetic transitions characteristic for
this particular crystalline Pt grain. In frame (1) the surface is oxygen-
covered (high-reactivity steady state), frame (2) reﬂects the transi-
tion τA. Bright CO fronts are propagating across the (100) facet,
resulting in a sharp increase of the intensity that corresponds to a
drop in the simultaneously measured CO2 production rate (note that
the PEEM intensity axis has an opposite direction to the MS axis in
Fig. 1c). Frame (3) corresponds to a CO covered surface (low-
reactivity steady state) and frame (4), in turn, shows a sharp decrease
Fig. 1. Global kinetics of CO oxidation on Pt foil. (a) PEEM image of the clean Pt foil. The surface termination of the individual grains is indicated. (b) PEEM images of the oxygen-
covered (top) and the CO-covered (bottom) Pt foil. The oxygen-covered surface appears dark in PEEM since adsorbed oxygen increases the work function of the Pt surface.
(c) Hysteresis in the global CO2 production rate at cyclic variation of the CO pressure at constant O2 pressure of 1.3×10−5 mbar and at temperatures of 417 K (black squares), 453 K
(red dots) and 477 K (blue triangles). The τA and τB values deduced from the hysteresis curves were used for the kinetic phase diagram in (d). (d) Global kinetic phase diagram of CO
oxidation on polycrystalline Pt foil, obtained by mass spectroscopy.
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back to an oxygen-covered state. Note the propagating dark oxygen
fronts in this frame. The transition points τA and τΒ obtained from
series of such measurements at different temperatures result in the
local kinetic phase diagram shown in Fig. 2b, which is displayed
together with the global diagram of Fig. 1d. At ﬁrst glance, the
differences between the global and the local diagram seem rather
insigniﬁcant, thus questioning this approach. However, the similarity
can be rationalized considering that the polycrystalline Pt-foil consists
to almost 50% of [100]-oriented grains [27] (this statistics is not
necessarily reﬂected by the present PEEM images since only a part of
the Pt foil is viewed), and thus it is reasonable that the averaged MS
diagram differs not much from the local Pt(100) diagram. Neverthe-
less, comparison of the local diagrams measured for the speciﬁc Pt
(100) facet and for the neighboring Pt(110) grain (cf. Fig. 1a) shows
signiﬁcant differences, as evident from Fig. 2c. The clear differences
between the local diagrams for [110]- and [100]-oriented facets
indicate a rather independent catalytic behavior of individual
crystalline grains of mesoscopic size with respect to the CO oxidation
reaction. The main advantage of the present PEEM-based kinetic
measurements, i.e. to create identical experimental conditions for
different crystallographic orientations and to obtain corresponding
data for the different orientations in one experiment, is thus crucial for
studies of this reaction system.
3.2. Surface morphology and reaction fronts
In the following we focus on the propagation of reaction-diffusion
fronts on speciﬁc Pt(100) grains and its correlation to the surface
morphology. Figure 3 shows a series of PEEM image frames recorded
during aCOpressure sweepat 417 Kand constant pO2=1.3×10−5 mbar,
illustrating the transition from the CO-covered (inactive) to the oxygen-
covered (active) state. The dark regions represent the propagating oxygen
frontswhereas thebrighter regions are still CO-covered. The fronts exhibita pronounced anisotropy, although both possible phases of the (100)
surface are expected to be isotropic (i.e. the quasi-hexagonal structure of
the clean surface, typically referred to as the (hex) phase [34], and the
unreconstructed (1×1) phase formed upon CO or oxygen adsorption
[9,10,35]). STM observations, however, have revealed a strong surface
roughening during the adsorbate-induced surface transition from the
(hex) to the (1×1) phase upon which entire rows of Pt atoms are
collectively ejected and form elongated ad-islands [36]. This can be
explained by the required compensation of the difference in the surface
atom density: the (hex) phase is ~20% more densely packed than the
(1×1)phase [37] (see also correspondingballmodels in Fig. 7). The sizeof
the “ejected islands” depends on temperature and varies between ~15 Å
at 300 K [36] and 70 Å at 460 K [38]. Therefore, even in the “ideal” case
neither of the surface conﬁgurations can be considered as isotropic.
Nevertheless, at ﬁrst glance the observed high degree of the front
anisotropy is astonishing, particularly when compared to that on the
neighboring (110) grain (visible e.g. in frames 1 to 3 of Fig. 3). On (110),
elliptical fronts are formed due to the known atomic scale anisotropy of
the (110) substrate, with a ratio of ~2 for the front velocities along the
[11¯0] and [001] directions [31], well in agreementwith single crystal data
[39].
To understand the striking degree of the front anisotropy on (100)
domains, we have investigated the surface morphology of the two
neighboring [100]-oriented grains highlighted in PEEM frame 1 of
Fig. 3. The surface morphology was examined in more detail by using
optical differential interference contrast microscopy and AFM and our
observations were compared to earlier STM reports by Borg et al. [36].
Figure 4a, b shows PEEM frames of the clean Pt surface (a) and of
the Pt surface with propagating oxygen fronts on the two neighboring
(100) domains, with the propagation directions signiﬁcantly differing
from each other (b). In turn, the optical micrograph (Fig. 4c) taken
after many reaction cycles clearly shows a hill-and-valley surface
morphology, which coincides with the front propagation directions.
Figure 4d and e displays corresponding AFM micrographs of the two
Fig. 2. Local kinetics of CO oxidation on individual crystalline grains of a Pt foil. (a) Principle of the local kinetic measurements by PEEM. Left inset: Global CO2 production rate versus
CO partial pressure as measured by MS during catalytic CO oxidation at T=417 K and pO2=1.3×10−5 mbar. Right inset: Hysteresis plot of the local PEEM intensity of an individual
Pt(100) facet versus CO partial pressure, as measured in situ by PEEM at the same reaction conditions. The selected domain is indicated in frame (1). The numbers along the
hysteresis curve indicate the corresponding PEEM frames. (b) Corresponding kinetic phase diagram for a Pt(100) facet (black squares) in comparison to the global (MS-measured)
diagram (red dots). (c) The same as in (b), but in comparison to a local diagram for a Pt(110) facet (red dots).
2002 D. Vogel et al. / Surface Science 605 (2011) 1999–2005neighboring grains revealing ca. 20 nm deep and 400–600 nm wide
grooves aligned along the propagation directions. Surface structures
of similar size have been previously reported in the context of
catalytic CO oxidation on Pt surfaces using scanning electron
microscopy. Lauterbach et al. have observed parallel furrows (size
range of 200 nm up to several μm) on (100)-type grains of a
polycrystalline Pt foil, the direction of which correlated with the
propagating reaction fronts [27]. Swiech et al. observed a step and
terrace structure on a Pt(100) single crystal surface with a mean
terrace width of approximately 700 nm [23], which was assigned to a
miscut of their single crystal.
The formation of such grooves on (100)-type grains can be
explained in the following way: as already mentioned, the adsorbate-
induced surface phase transition from the (hex) to the (1×1) phase is
accompanied by the formation of elongated (ad-)islands [36,37].
Upon removing the adsorbate a reverse transition takes place, when
the less densely packed (1×1) phase covered with ~20% of ad-islands
has to transform back into the close-packed (hex) reconstruction. Thismay proceed not simply through a direct absorption of the adatoms
into the (sub)surface layer, which would require quite extensivemass
transport, but may proceed via creation of subsurface vacancies,
which can coalesce by diffusion to steps and additionally increase the
total surface roughness [40]. The CO oxidation reaction additionally
enhances the roughening of the surface, since the reaction front
propagation involves the surface phase transition, so one can
conclude that after numerous repeats of the adsorbate-induced
surface phase transition, mesoscopic grooves on the order of several
hundred nm in width and around 20 nm in height are created. Once
the grooves are formed, they may have, in turn, an inﬂuence on the
direction of the reaction front propagation.
To learn more about the propagation of the reaction-diffusion
fronts, the role of the reaction temperature was also studied. Figure 5
shows the behavior of propagating CO fronts during the transition
from the active (dark) to the inactive (bright) state at constant oxygen
pressure pO2=1.3×10−5 mbar, at two different temperatures of
417 K and 513 K. The PEEM images in Fig. 5a, b reveal that at both
Fig. 3. Propagation of reaction fronts (here oxygen fronts) on polycrystalline Pt foil
during catalytic CO oxidation at T=417 K and pO2=1.3×10−5 mbar (image frames
recorded at an interval of 2 s). Regions of interest (two Pt(100) domains in comparison
with a Pt(110) domain) are marked in the frame “0 s”. Note the different shapes of the
propagating fronts on the (100) and (110) domains as marked in the frame “2 s”. In the
frame taken at 6 s, the front positions at 0 s, 2 s, 4 s and 6 s are outlined in white.
Fig. 4. (a) Clean Pt foil imaged by PEEM. The AA’ line denotes the grain boundary between
two (100) domains. (b) Snap-shot during the transition τB: anisotropic propagation
directions of the reaction fronts on the neighboring (100) domains differ from each other.
(c) Optical micrograph of the grain boundary region AA’. (d) and (e) AFM images of the
neighboring (100) domains. (f) Line scan across the BB’ line in (e). The grooves imaged in
(c)–(e) are schematically indicated in (a). The reaction front propagation directions
(b) coincide with the directions of the grooves in (c) and are indicated in (a).
2003D. Vogel et al. / Surface Science 605 (2011) 1999–2005temperatures the CO fronts are highly anisotropic and oriented along
the grooves of the (100) domain. For the whole temperature range,
bright fringes are observed separating the CO- and oxygen-covered
regions, which are illustrated by intensity line scans (Fig. 5c, d).
Figure 5e shows the temperature dependence of the CO front
velocities, which is strong along the grooves (black squares) and
basically negligible across the grooves (red dots). The values which
are in the low μm/s range are in qualitative agreement with literature
data on Pt(100) single crystals [20]. We apply Luther's equation
v Tð Þ≈a ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃk Tð Þ⋅D Tð Þp describing the temperature dependence of the
propagation velocity v(T) of a reaction-diffusion front [41]. D(T) is the
CO diffusion coefﬁcient and k(T) is the effective ﬁrst-order reaction
rate constant of the reaction. The corresponding ﬁt to the front
propagation along the grooves obtained with the D(T) and k(T) values
from single crystal studies [13] is in good agreement with our
experimental data. This indicates that the reaction fronts along the
“faster direction” on the individual (100) domains of the polycrystal-
line foil behave very similarly as on the corresponding Pt(100) single
crystal. The velocity along the “slower direction” can hardly be ﬁtted
with the literature data of the Pt(100) single crystal, since the surface
structure proﬁle in this direction can be rather compared to a stepped
(100) surface (see discussion below), for which the surface diffusion
differs from that of the “ﬂat” Pt(100) [42]. Therefore, the ﬁtting
parameters were set free and a value of 11.3 kcal/mol for the effective
activation energy was obtained from the lower (red) line in Fig. 5e.
The mechanism of CO front propagation was proposed already in
1994 (for the oscillating CO oxidation) [20]: on the oxygen covered
surface, CO adsorbs at some defects (in the present case at the domain
boundaries) and CO2 is formed, leaving behind a region where the
adsorbate coverage is low enough to initiate the (1×1)→(hex)
surface phase transition. Since the sticking coefﬁcient for oxygen is
lowered to approximately 10−3–10−4 on the (hex) phase from ~0.1
on the (1×1) phase [11], oxygen is unlikely to adsorb in this region
and the CO molecules can diffuse toward the (preadsorbed) oxygen.
The bright fringe at the border of the CO fronts was assigned to the
clean hexagonally reconstructed surface. This mechanism is still in
agreement with the current results on Pt foil.Next, we consider the behavior of the oxygen fronts. Figure 6 shows
thebehavior of the oxygen fronts propagating during the transition τB at
different temperatures. At low temperature the oxygen fronts are highly
anisotropic, similar to the CO fronts (Fig. 6a). However, with increasing
temperature the fronts become almost completely isotropic (Fig. 6b), in
strong contrast to the CO fronts, where the anisotropy is maintained at
high temperature. Also the appearance of the COad/Oad border in the
oxygen fronts differs signiﬁcantly from that of the CO fronts (Fig. 6c, d):
for low temperatures (e.g. 417 K), the oxygen front exhibits a very
bright fringe between the oxygen- and CO-covered regions. In contrast,
at 489 K the fringe has vanished, indicating a different front structure at
high temperature. A plot of the ratio of the vx/vy, where vx is the velocity
along the grooves and vy across them (Fig. 6e), demonstrates this
convincingly: this ratio decreases from a factor of approximately 8 at
417 K to a factor smaller than 2 at 513 K.
Both the disappearance of the front anisotropy and of the bright
fringes indicate a change in the propagation mechanism for oxygen
fronts upon increasing the temperature. The oxygen front propagation
mechanism (again for oscillatory reaction conditions) has been
described in the following way [20]: On the CO-covered surface,
which is in the (1×1) phase, oxygen can nucleate at its excess in the gas
phase at surface defects. Since the oxygen pressure is roughly 10 times
higher than the CO pressure, oxygen adsorption in this region prevails
over CO diffusion, so the oxygen front propagates via the subsequent
Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the CO front propagation. (a) and (b) PEEM images
of the CO fronts recorded during the transition τA at pO2=1.3×10−5 mbar, at 417 K
and 513 K, respectively. (c) and (d) Intensity line scans across the CO front along AA’
and BB’. (e) Temperature dependence of the front propagation velocities along (black
squares) and across (red dots) the grooves on the (100) domain (see Fig. 4). The solid
lines are ﬁts using Luther's equation (see text).
Fig. 6. Oxygen front propagation at twodifferent temperatures of 417 K and489 K. (a) and
(b) PEEM images of oxygen fronts during the transition τB at pO2=1.3×10−5 mbar, at
417 K and 513 K, respectively. (c) and (d) Corresponding intensity line scans across the
oxygen front along AA’ and BB’. The bright fringe between the CO- and oxygen-covered
regions disappears at the higher temperature. (e) Temperature dependence of the ratio of
the propagation velocities along (vx) and across (vy) the prolonged grooves on the (100)
facet. The anisotropy decreases with increasing surface temperature.
2004 D. Vogel et al. / Surface Science 605 (2011) 1999–2005adsorption of oxygen onto free sites and the (1×1) structure is
continuously present across the front line. This mechanism can, in
principle, be applied to our high temperature case (489 K–513 K). It is
clear that for a continuous (1×1) structure across the propagating front,
no bright fringe should be observed, as also observed in our
experiments.
At lower temperatures, we observe a front structure different from
that proposed in [20]. Here, the much lower CO diffusion rate leads to
a broader front zone than at higher temperature. In this front zone a
stronger CO coverage gradient exists and the overlap of the COad and
Oad coverages is not sufﬁcient to keep the (1×1) structure “stable”,
thus a nearly adsorbate-free area exists between the oxygen and CO
covered regions (therefore a bright fringe is observed, Fig. 6c) which
reconstructs to the (hex) phase. The reconstruction is thermally
activated starting at temperatures above 390 K [35] and is thus
expected to occur under the experimental conditions in Fig. 6c.
Interestingly, a similar fringe formation for oxygen fronts was
observed earlier [20], but the formation of the (hex) phase within
the boundary was excluded as reason, maybe because the fringe-free
fronts at which the hex-phase disappears were not observed in Ref.
[20].To ﬁnally explain the high anisotropy of the CO-fronts (and the
oxygen fronts at temperatures up to 465 K) we refer to the results of
the STM study by Borg et al. [36]: the growth of the (1×1) phase is
highly anisotropic, thus it is clear that the CO and the oxygen islands,
both nucleating the (1×1) structure on the (hex) phase, grow in an
anisotropic way as was directly observed in [36] in adsorption
experiments. Thus the fronts which propagate in this case via
anisotropic island formation, are also anisotropic as well as is
schematically depicted in Fig. 7a and b. In turn, on the already
existing continuous (1×1) phase the propagation of the reaction front
is driven mainly by adsorption which is an isotropic process, thus the
anisotropy vanishes for oxygen fronts at TN465 K, as is observed in
the present experiments and is sketched in Fig. 7c.
Last but not least, we mention the role of the reaction-induced
mesoscopic “hill and valley”morphology on the surface: it seems that
it rather plays a minor role in the observed anisotropy of the reaction
front propagation, apart from a geometric effect of the projection of
the 3D folded surface to a 2D image in which a circle appears as an
ellipse. Our estimations based on the 3D geometry deduced from AFM
indicate just a 0.5% contribution to the anisotropy. However, a higher
density of steps may be expected across the grooves leading to a
Fig. 7. Scheme of the front propagation mechanism for: (a) CO fronts at all studied temperatures, (b) oxygen fronts at temperatures up to 465 K, (c) oxygen fronts at temperature
above 465 K. The AFM image shown in Fig. 4 is used as a background.
2005D. Vogel et al. / Surface Science 605 (2011) 1999–2005certain CO diffusion asymmetry, the contribution of which can be
hardly estimated at present.
4. Summary
The domain-speciﬁc kinetics of the CO oxidation reaction on
individual [100]-oriented domains on a polycrystalline Pt foil was
examined by PEEM. The kinetic phase diagram for CO oxidation on a
single Pt(100) domain was obtained by intensity analysis of in situ
video-PEEM images. Such a local kinetic phase diagram provides
informationwithin the parameter space (pCO, pO2, T) for regions of high
and low reactivity and the bistability region, for a μm-sized Pt(100)
surface conﬁned by grain boundaries. The local (PEEM-determined)
kinetic phase diagram for Pt(100) domains differs from the averaged
(MS-measured) diagram for the entire polycrystalline sample, stressing
the necessity of local kinetic studies on heterogeneous samples.
PEEM monitoring of the reaction front propagation on Pt(100)
domains reveals a high degree of propagation anisotropy both for
oxygen and CO fronts (on the apparently isotropic Pt(100) surface).
The anisotropy vanishes for oxygen fronts at temperatures above
465 K, but remains for CO fronts at all temperatures studied, i.e. in the
range of 417 to 513 K. A change in the front propagationmechanism is
proposed to explain the observed effects.
In turn, the reaction-induced mesoscopic “hill and valley”
morphology on the surface, observed by AFM, seems to play rather
a minor role in the observed anisotropy of the reaction front
propagation.
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